This paper is about development and use of a research based stereo vision system for vibration and operational modal analysis on a parked, 1-kW, 3-bladed vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT), tested in a wind tunnel at high wind. Vibrations were explored experimentally by tracking small deflections of the markers on the structure with two cameras, and also numerically, to study structural vibrations in an overall objective to investigate challenges and to prove the capability of using stereo vision. Two high speed cameras provided displacement measurements at no wind speed interference. The displacement time series were obtained using a robust image processing algorithm and analyzed with data-driven stochastic subspace identification (DD-SSI) method. In addition of exploring structural behaviour, the VAWT testing gave us the possibility to study aerodynamic effects at Reynolds number of approximately 2 Â 10 5 . VAWT dynamics were simulated using HAWC2. The stereo vision results and HAWC2 simulations agree within 4% except for mode 3 and 4. The high aerodynamic damping of one of the blades, in flatwise motion, would explain the gap between those two modes from simulation and stereo vision. A set of conventional sensors, such as accelerometers and strain gauges, are also measuring rotor vibration during the experiment. The spectral analysis of the output signals of the conventional sensors agrees the stereo vision results within 4% except for mode 4 which is due to the inaccuracy of spectral analysis in picking very closely spaced modes. Finally, the uncertainty of the 3D displacement measurement was evaluated by applying a generalized method based on the law of error propagation, for a linear camera model of the stereo vision system.
Introduction
The increasing global demand for electrical power attracts development of efficient renewable energy systems, in particular wind turbines. High COE of wind energy has fostered new ideas in developing genuine designs for offshore wind energy, such as the DeepWind concept [1] . This concept could demonstrate significant COE reductions because of promising potentials in upscaling, simple design, installation and O&M. Despite the simplicity of the VAWT design, the structural response is complex to simulate, and validation requires detailed experiments. In addition, structural response testing conducted with standard loads and vibration sensing equipment would require costly considerations. Traditional transducers such as strain gauges and accelerometers have been used for displacement measurements [2] , but they are challenged on the following limitations and drawbacks: i) the implementation usually needs a lot of wiring and interfacing preparations, which is costly and time consuming on large wind turbines [3] ii) accelerometer signals need two levels of integration to get displacement information; this introduces errors due to initial conditions and other computation issues [4] . iii) The sensors might be biased by drift, and they load the structure with their weight and can measure in only a few numbers of points [5] . Even methods involving roving accelerometers over a full-scale wind turbine blade seem to be very time consuming. In addition, in rotating structures like wind turbines, the measured signal from conventional sensors like accelerometers will not be very accurate at low frequencies and is including the centrifugal acceleration.
By applying simple black dots on reflecting or non-reflecting paper they can turn into 3-D sensors, which combined with the stereo vision method enable 3-D displacements measurements. Stereo vision is the 3D reconstruction of an object via two or more 2D images. It takes few preparations and needs little mounting accuracy for the technician to install even many sensory markers on a large rotor blade surface. The use of a proper image processing algorithm with two identical cameras, mounted at a fixed distance in between the left and the right camera enables a wide FOV and tracking each marker's displacement in space and time.
Stereo vision has been used in strain and full displacement field analyses with either digital images correlation (DIC), which gives a continuous displacement distribution [6, 7] , or measuring discrete points on the surface or structure (point tracking approach [12] ). However, stereo vision is new in measuring vibration; it shows good correlation with conventional methods like accelerations in this filed [8] . Robustness and simplicity of stereo vision makes it a proper approach for outdoor and large scale experiments. Regarding all these issues, stereo vision shows good potentials for studying the structural and modal properties of wind turbines.
Structural response and modal properties of horizontal axis wind turbines have been studied with stereo vision in recent years. Out of plane blade motions of rotating table fan have been studied using DIC [9] , and structural response and modal properties of a full-scale horizontal axis wind turbine have been explored using stereo vision point tracking techniques [10e12]. These works were focused on horizontal axis rotors with blades forming a planar area from the camera perspective. This setup simplifies the problem of detecting deformations which are containing in plane motion (rotor plane), and out of plane motion (normal to the rotor plane and approximately mean wind direction for a horizontal axis wind turbine). In comparison Darrieus rotors operate independently of wind direction changes. Curved or straight bladed segments turn around the main vertical axis and the blades captures a rotor shape space equivalent with a cylinder or a geometrical figure formed as a shape of a catenary. The rotor blade shape with blades under dynamic loading could challenge stereo vison capability in predicting deflections with a representative blade normal pointing in different out of plane directions.
Modal analysis techniques EMA and OMA using stereo vision has demonstrated results agreeing well with results obtained with traditional transducers, and stereo vison calls for easy installation of many markers on a structure and adds capability to present very small modal frequencies [13e15] . Commercial stereo vision systems are expensive for studying modal properties of large structures and also seem to be inherently associated with problems regarding short time histories and uncertainties [15] . It has favoured our strategy for development of a research based stereo vision system. The paper suggests stereo vision as a less costly way over existing measurement methods for performing deflection and modal analysis of wind turbines, further it explains the non-contact deflection measurements performed on a parked 1 kW VAWT in a wind tunnel. We discuss challenges associated with 1) motion tracking 3-D complex geometries and 2) imperfections in the stereo vision setup, such as the non-ideal baseline distance between the cameras and limited FOV. We aim to prove stereo vision capability in studying small deflection for investigating i) dynamic behaviour of 3-D geometries during vibrations and ii) unsteady aerodynamic effects of a VAWT. This approach is a novel way for exploring the structural dynamics of geometries with components that are not in plane and have complexities such as sharp curvatures and in studying vertical axis rotor dynamics with partly obstructed FOV.
Experimental setup
The turbine is a 3-bladed VAWT demonstrator which is mainly designed for DeepWind project and investigated for operation under tilted conditions [16] . The experiment revealed the dynamic behaviour of the Ø2m VAWT rotor, described in The markers are simple black circles that are attached to the suction and pressure side of the airfoil, and on the rotor shaft surface centrelines (the lines that are passing through the center of masses of all the sections) with a distance of 10 cm between the markers. The marker diameter is 15 mm, which is chosen to occupy 10e20 image pixels in accordance to the distance between camera and the VAWT. There are also a number of markers that are horizontally spaced to investigate the torsional behaviour of the blade.
Two high speed cameras with viewpoints towards the markers were installed at positions close to the test section. The acA2040-180 km Basler cameras were placed about 1.5e2 m apart, and were equipped with 40 mm focal length Nikon lenses. The distance between the cameras and rotor was about 7.5 m. The configuration of the cameras is shown in Fig. 2 .
The particular rotor shape of the 3-bladed VAWT, leads to that all the blades and rotor shaft cannot be seen simultaneously by two cameras. In the best situation, 2 blades and rotor shaft would be visible in the stereo image planes. We have upgraded our hardware to provide longer time series at higher sampling frequency, compared to a recent conducted wind turbine stereo vision experiment [15] . With the current hardware, we archived the image acquisition duration of 32 s, with 6000 pictures at a frame rate of 187 frames per second for each camera. The size of each picture is 2048 Â 2048 pixel.
Light scene conditions were adjusted for constant light intensity over time and uniform spread over the volume of interest. In order to capture the light in a short exposure time and improve for light imperfections and preventing shadows, several spotlights were installed at different positions.
The cameras were calibrated prior to actual measurement. For this purpose, a wooden plate calibration board 2 m Â 2 m with a printed grid of 200 crosses, as seen in Fig. 3 , was mounted on the turbine rotor shaft.
The calibration process determines the coordinates of the grid points in image coordinates and in the world coordinate system. With the resulting calibration matrix all image points can be transformed into points of the real world coordinate system [17] .
3. Experimental data analysis
Image processing
Due to the limited FOVs offered by two cameras, only the markers on a fraction of the wind turbine (rotor shaft and the two blades) are visible simultaneously in both cameras. Therefor just the part of the images which includes this fraction is captured, as seen in Fig. 4 .
To derive displacement time series from CCD data obtained with the stereo vision camera system, an image processing algorithm was developed. An overview of the image processing algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 .
Due to perspective projection, the circular feature is usually deviated into an ellipse in the image plane, depending on the angle and distance between the object and the image plane [18] . This perspective error is corrected based on [18] , in the current case and the real center of the circular marker is found.
After targeting the real center of the marker in the left and right camera image frame, and obtaining the line passing through each camera center and real marker center, the space coordinate of the marker center is calculated by using stereo triangulation. Finally, for each point, x-y-z coordinates are obtained for each time step, and an example of applying the above process is seen in Fig. 6 .
Data-driven SSI analysis
The obtained displacement time series were analyzed by using the data driven stochastic subspace identification (DD-SSI) method [19] . The displacement is defined as the position of the point, subtracted from the mean value of the position during the measurement period. The state space model of the multivariate linear system is derived with easy parameterization directly from the measured data. There is no need to solve the highly nonlinear optimizations problem, associated with auto-regressive moving average method [20] . The DD-SSI algorithm is based on a stochastic state space model in discrete time as described in Ref. [21] :
where x k ¼ xðkDtÞ is the discrete time state vector, A ¼ expðA c DtÞ is the discrete state matrix, Dt is the time step, y k is the measured output at time kDt, and C is the output matrix. w k is the process noise due to inaccuracies of linear and time invariant state space modelling, and v k is measurement noise(caused by measurement devices, measurement methods, and assumptions made about distributed and uncorrelated inputs). w k and v k are unobserved stationary signals and assumed to follow zero mean and white noise process. On the other hand [19] : where Q ; S and R are the covariance matrices of noise signals w k and v k , E is the expected value operator and d pq is the Kronecker delta. Block matrix in equation is assumed to be positive definite [19] .
In DD-SSI, data are collected in a block Hankel matrix, where the elements along the diagonal with the constant summation of row and column number are equal [22] . The current block Hankel matrix has 2i block rows, N-2iþ1 columns and n c rows in each block, so that n c is the number of measurement channels, N is the number of time steps and i is the model order. More information about the Hankel matrix can be found in Refs. [23] and [24] . Block Hankel matrix can be divided into past and future parts:
The projection matrix is a key element in DD-SSI, and described as the projection of the future outputs on the past outputs. The projection matrix is calculated using LQ decomposition of the block Hankel matrix, and the projection matrix is decomposed by the method of singular value decomposition (SVD) [25] into observability matrix (G) and Kalman state vector ( b X ):
where G i-1 is obtained by removing n c rows of the G i matrix and þ denotes the Pseudo inverse. There are good researches on capability of SVD in analysing Hankel matrices. [26] and [27] are two good examples of using SVD for the Hankel matrices of noisy time series.
In principle, the number of non-zero singular values in SVD of the projection matrix will be equal to the model order n. In the current cases with the finite length of the time series, all of the singular values are non-zero. According to [28] the dimensions of S 1 are overestimated with physical modes being identified by using an appropriate modal assurance criterion (MAC) number, and a damping ratio criteria. Finally, the state space matrices are estimated [25] :
The modal assurance criterion (MAC) is a useful tool for checking the repeatability of physical modes. The MAC number is a measure of agreement between two modes and it is calculated between each of the eigenmodes for a certain model order, and for all eigenmodes belonging to the last proceeding model order. If the maximum MAC number is less than the value given by the rejection level, the mode will be regarded as not physical, and it is removed from the stability diagram. More information and mathematical description of MAC can be found in Refs. [28] and [34] .
In SSI methods a number of eigenferequencies (eigenvalues) are Theoretically, for the ideal case the maximum model order is the rank of the projection matrix where the diagonal elements of the singular value matrix out of SVD drops to a very small value (close to zero). But in the real experiments, there is not such a clear drop in the singular values due to the measurement noises and modelling inaccuracies. Therefore, the model order is usually overspecified to include all the physical modes and the spurious modes are eliminated by knowing that the physical modes have the damping ratio less than a few percent and they are repeated in all the model orders. The MAC criteria is also another tool to distinguish physical modes [29] . For more information about stability diagram refer to [28] .
The projection and covariance matrices are closely related, but for the covariance matrix, the error and noise may be squared up by the covariance estimation [30] . For calculating the projection matrix, efficient methods have been established using numerically robust squared root algorithms like QR-factorization [31] . Therefore, theoretically, the numerical behaviour of DD-SSI is better than that of COV-SSI which is based on covariance matrix [32] .
DD-SSI results
There were 67 markers applied on the rotor shaft and on the 2 blades (without considering horizontally spaced markers 2 ). Each of the markers, measures displacement in 3 directions, therefore n c ¼ 67 Â 3 ¼ 201 for DD-SSI. The number of columns in the Hankel matrix, N-2iþ1, should be larger than the number of rows 2n c i [19] and the large number of measurement channels decreases the performance of the DD-SSI. Therefore, the measurement points are picked every second to reduce n c to 35 Â 3 ¼ 105. DD-SSI is implemented for model order until 28 and the modal parameters are identified for all the model orders. Covariance matrix of the noise is also calculated in each model order to check the positive definite assumption. The stability diagram is shown in Fig. 7 .
The stable poles in the stability plot, which are shown in red, have damping ratios less than 0.04 and MAC number higher than 0.8. The mode shapes corresponding to the stable poles, show that some red lines in the stability diagram (we call them frequency lines hereafter in this text), are not representing structural modes. On the other hand, some of the stable frequencies are related to the effect of the guy wires (which connect the structure under the rotor shaft to the floor) and the flow around the VAWT. The structural modes and the additional effects of the guy wire interactions as well as the frequencies induced by the flow are discussed in the following sections.
Structural modes

HAWC2 simulation
To understand dynamics of the parked VAWT, the modal contribution of the not observed blade and the frequency lines origin in the stability diagram, a HAWC2 simulation is conducted to predict the structural modes. In Ref.
[33] a 2-bladed, floating offshore VAWT is modelled without considering aerodynamics. In the current study, this model is modified into a 3-bladed VAWT model, see Fig. 1 . In the model, the entire structure under the rotor is simplified as a long shaft connecting the rotor to the floor, with gross assumptions on mass and stiffness properties, and without a physical model description of the junction between the rotor and the shaft. 3 For more detailed information about the VAWT model refer to [33] . The structural mode shapes are predicted using eigensolver, with no damping included. The natural frequencies and mode shapes are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 8 . 2 SSI analysis is also conducted with horizontally spaced markers to investigate the torsional behaviour; however, no torsional mode was detected. Therefore, they are removed from the next analysis.
The natural frequencies and mode shapes in the wind tunnel experiment are expected to be different from the model, mainly because of neglecting the aerodynamics, and structural properties simplification of the support structure. These differences will be more explained in the next section.
Wind tunnel experiment
The modal parameters of the structural modes derived from DD-SSI are summarized in Table 3 .where s is the standard deviation and ε is a measure of uncertainty for natural frequency and damping ratio in Table 3 defined as:
where f is the mean value of f and N is the number of stable modes. This uncertainty mainly is due to having short displacement time series. The rule of thumb is to record at least 100=n seconds (where n is the lowest natural frequency of the structure) [34] , which in this case is about 152 s that is much longer than 32 s. There are also other sources of error, such as the uncertainty of the displacement measurement that can be originating from errors in the image processing algorithm, the camera system setup parameters (e.g. BL length), the electronical interferences(data acquisition errors) and environmental factors like temperature. A particular observation from Table 3 is the significant low damping ratio for mode 6 which likely origins from blade edgewise motions coupled with tower torsion and drivetrain vibrations. The corresponding mode shapes are shown in Fig. 9 .
Comparison of simulated and experimental results
In this section, the in plane mode means the rotor moves in the calibration plane and out of plane mode is when the rotor moves out of the calibration board. Fig. 10 shows the orientation of the calibration board in respect to the rotor position within the measurement time. It is seen in Fig. 10 that the calibration board crosses the rotor blades, the reason is that they are representing different times in the same picture: the calibration board is plotted in the calibration time and the rotor is belonging to the measurement time. In the other hand we have done the calibration with a different rotor orientation and then removed the calibration board and changed the orientation of the rotor by rotating the rotor about the rotor shaft to see all the markers on two blades and rotor shaft visible.
In the following table the natural frequencies obtained from simulation and experiment and their percentage difference are presented in Table 4 .
The first natural frequency is the first out-of-plane rotor shaft mode, according to Fig. 11 . For the next rotor shaft mode, the shaft moves in the main wind direction (y-direction) and therefore it moves in the calibration plane. The rotor shaft natural frequencies, obtained from the experiment, are close to the simulation results. However, the mode shapes are different because of the aerodynamic effects induced by the action of wind, resulting in wind forces acting on the turbine structure in parallel and perpendicular to the wind direction. According to the wind induced forces, the rotor shaft modes are in parallel and perpendicular to the wind direction. The third and fourth modes are the blade modes. The blade 3 has not been captured in the images, therefore the mode shapes with a similar behaviour of two other blades and a different shape of blade 3, look identical. These two modes contain a larger flatwise and a smaller edgewise motion of one of the blades in the images while the other visible blade in the image does not move. Each of the three turbine blades experiences different angles of attack, therefore the blades must experience different wind loadings and, consequently, different aerodynamic damping; hence, the blades exhibit different modal behaviour. This instability is explained further in the following and also reported on conventional horizontal axis wind turbines [35] . Fig. 11 shows the wind direction regarding to the rotor orientation in wind tunnel. For the simulated flatwise modes, all three blades contribute with identical loading, material properties and boundary conditions to three flatwise modes. However, during the wind tunnel experiment, one of the blades seemed not to move in flatwise motion. Therefore it seems to exist two flatwise modes. To investigate the difference between the simulated and experimental blade flatwise mode shapes, the aerodynamic loading on each of the blades vs their angles of attack variation is studied. The blade airfoil is DU06-W-200 that is an asymmetric improved version of NACA 0018 airfoil with better aerodynamic performance [36] . The condition of the parked blades configuration, approximate angle of attack, lift (L) and drag (D) forces for blade 1, 2, and 3, are presented in Fig. 12 .
According to Fig. 12 , flatwise force (f) over edgewise force (e) ratio is much larger for the blade 1 than for the two other blades, i.e. the flatwise force for the blade 1 is four time larger than the edgewise force. The flatwise force is applied on the airfoil suction surface, which is assumed to lead to larger contribution of the aerodynamic damping in the flatwise modes of blade 1. The result indicates that blade 1 is highly damped in flatwise motions due to the aerodynamic loads and it does not move accordingly in flatwise direction. The difference between the third and the forth modes in Fig. 9 , which are mainly flatwise modes, is explained by the presence of the blade 3 having a similar blade shape with blade 2, in the sense of symmetric or anti-symmetric behaviour.
The fifth rotor mode is a rotor twist which is coupled to edgewise blade mode vibration. In this mode blade 3 is expected to have a similar behaviour as the other blades. The next mode of interest is the second edgewise blade mode. The natural frequencies and mode shapes of these two modes agree well with the simulation results.
In the last identified structural mode, blade 2 seems to exhibit more flatwise and less edgewise motion, which is more likely accompanied with a symmetric or anti-symmetric motion of blade 3. In the simulation results all the blades move in this mode shape, but the experimental results indicate, that the blade 1 does not move in this mode. Indeed, this difference originates from the aerodynamic damping involved in the flatwise modes for the blade 1.
A number of frequency lines in the stability plot (Fig. 7) will not introduce a structural mode shape, as mentioned. The first five modes are harmonics of the first frequency within 3.5% range. By putting a closer look on the turbine fixtures, it is observed that four guy wires fixating the tower to the floor. One of the consequences of the guy wires is the dynamic interference of the structure with the cables [37] while the natural frequencies of the guy wires are harmonics of the first frequency [37] . Therefore it seems, that the mentioned frequencies are interfered by guy wires.
The stability plot in Fig. 7 shows a frequency line at 35.6 Hz that the corresponding mode shape is a cross flow motion of the rotor. To investigate the physical reason of this frequency, the vortex shedding frequency past the rotor is estimated by assuming that the vortex shed past the rotor shaft as a long cylinder with the diameter of 150 mm. Thus according to [38] , the frequency induced by the vortex shedding is 33.33 Hz. This number is within 7% of the frequency for the cross flow motion in the stability plot. The vortex shedding past a rotor is more complex than the vortex shedding past a cylinder. Therefore, the assumption of considering the vortex shedding over the rotor as the vortex structure past a cylinder, explains this difference between the calculated vortex shedding frequency and what experiment shows in the stability plot. More detailed information about the guy wire effects and induced vortex shedding frequency in the current case can be found in Ref. [29] .
Uncertainty analysis in stereo reconstruction
The uncertainty of the measured displacement is evaluated by a generalized method based on the law of error propagation in a linear camera model of a stereo vision system. In this method, which is very well described in Ref. [39] , the uncertainty in stereo reconstruction propagates in two stages through: calibrations of the cameras and the 3D triangulation to obtain the 3D coordinates from 2D projections in the images.
The baseline length (BL) and the depth of the object with respect to the camera positions are two important factors that affect the uncertainty propagation in the stereo vision process [40] , e.g. the uncertainty decreases by having a larger ratio of the BL over the object depth, as it is shown in Fig. 13 .
To decrease the uncertainty of the measured displacements, the calibration grid and the circular markers are printed with the high resolution of 1200 dpi (dots per inch). In addition the distance between the cameras and the rotor was chosen to be as small as possible. However, there were some limitations in increasing the BL length, such as having limited space to move the cameras and having common FOVs, but it was set to be as large as possible. Since the markers were fully circular, the perspective error due to the 2D projection of the circle into an ellipse was corrected in the image processing algorithm with a corresponding decrease of bias error. Finally, the mean uncertainty for the position determination of all the markers over several time steps was calculated to be (0.145,0.456,1.636) mm in x, y and z directions respectively, given that the mean image processing algorithm uncertainty of the image point localization within the motion is 0.06 pixels in both vertically and horizontally directions, and the position of the points in the structures vary as follows in millimetres:
More details on the uncertainty values for different components of the VAWT are reported in Ref. [29] .
Beside all the limitations in increasing the BL over depth ratio the obtained uncertainty is acceptable but it can be improved sufficiently by increasing the BL over depth ratio.
Spectral analysis of the signals from conventional sensors
The turbine was equipped with two uni-axial accelerometers, 2 strain gauges and a torque meter. Fig. 14 shows an overview of the sensors for the wind turbine. The measurement frequency is 2000 Hz for all of the sensors. Fig. 15 shows the spectrum (power spectral density: the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation) of the time series signal that provides basic knowledge of the detected natural frequencies.
In Table 5 the natural frequencies obtained from stereo vision and convectional sensors are compared.
Natural frequencies that are defined by picking the peaks in PDS plots are not as precise as SSI result and it depends on frequency resolution, particularly very closely spaced modes, e.g. the first two blade flatwise modes (modes number 3 and 4 in Table 5 ), are not well detected in the spectrum. The sensors are mounted under the shaft; therefore the rotor shaft modes are strongly dominant in the spectrum. The first two rotor shaft modes are picked at 6.5 and 7 Hz, and the first blade flatwise modes are picked at 23.9, 24.6. There are two peaks around 32 Hz at 32.3 and 32.6 Hz, where the blade edgewise modes are expected. The peak at 51.6 is also matched to the third blade flatwise mode. Finally the peak at 13.7 is indicating the second guy wire mode. More detailed information about the measurement with conventional sensors during experiment can be found in Ref. [41] .
The guy wire interference is observed also in the acceleration and strain signals. There are two other picks in the plots at 15 and 50 Hz that are corresponding to the electrical noise of the sensors regarding to the spectral analysis of the offset signals of the measurement tools with no wind and vibration.
Conclusion
The displacements of blades and rotor shaft of a 3-bladed VAWT in the wind tunnel have been measured with a two camera stereo vision in-house built system, and the modal properties of the rotor were estimated by means of OMA using DD-SSI method. The physical modes in the SSI stability plot include the structural and guy wire modes, with explanation on interference from vortex shedding. To support the identification of the rotor structural modes seen in the stability plot, the VAWT rotor was simulated using HAWC2. The simulations were conducted without considering aerodynamics for standstill conditions of the turbine, to predict the structural modes, and the differences between experimental and simulation results are explained by the aerodynamic effects in the wind tunnel. There are also two accelerometers and two strain gauges mounted under the rotor shaft which are measuring during experiment. The spectral analysis of the conventional signals, confirms the frequencies obtained from stereo vision.
This study proves the capability of stereo vision in tracking small deflections of paper markers glued onto stiff blades and rotor shaft surface, making it feasible for studying large structure dynamics, large deflections and aerodynamic effects. In other words, the current study shows the reliability and potential of the stereo vision technique to monitor displacement time series and use it for structural dynamics analysis of large structures. By upgrading the image acquisition system, displacement measurements can be used for modal identification and health monitoring of large structures, such as operating or parked horizontal axis wind turbines. In addition to modal identification, this measurement tool can be very helpful in monitoring the blade tip position to avoid hitting the tower. Finally, the current experiments demonstrated the limitations of using two cameras introducing limited FOV, and this can be solved by adding extra cameras to measure the displacements of VAWTs in operation, or other complicated structures. 
